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DEFACE
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Your Information

Your Website

Your Customers

THEFT

VANDALISM

MALICE

INPUT FIELDS CAN BE A
HACKER'S PLAYGROUND

HACKERS USE DESTRUCTION
TO HARM YOUR BUSINESS

LINKS ON YOUR SITE ARE
COMMON TARGETS

When input fields such as name,
address, email, login or password,
aren't checked properly, hackers
can insert code into a field that
can potentially expose your
website database and all of your
customer's information, making
them vulnerable to identity theft.

There is no better way to scare off
customers than for a hacker to
vandalize your website. Hackers can
inject malicious code into input
fields, so when your visitors submit
comments or forms, derogatory
messages appear, making your site
seem unsecure.

If the URL links on your site that are
used to download product
information are not properly
checked on the server side, hackers
can inject malicious code that
redirects customers to another site
and/or deploy spyware or malware
to their computers.
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Our mission is to detect and protect areas of your website that hackers try to exploit.

We use Live Experts to Solve Problems.
Databerry provides live access to trained professional technicians
dedicated to finding solutions, unlike other firms that only have automated
software, which can only address common security issues and are limited
to the restoring program functionality to factory presets.

We Identify Website Vulnerabilities
If a vulnerability is discovered, we rank the threat severity on an
easy-to-read report card as either "Informational", “Warning”, or “Critical”,
so you can respond accordingly. We also provide detailed information on
all discoveries made, report and provide any needed fixes, handle both
issue disputes and help requests, and manage email alert settings.

After a Security Examination, Review your Website’s Report Card
Databerry Security Specialists scan forms, login and password fields, as
well as internal and external links – places where a hacker could gain
access and deface your website, steal information or infect your
customers with malware. At the end of our Security Examination you
can review your website’s Report Card to see these trouble areas.

NETWORK SECURITY

Network Penetration testing
Risk Assessment & Management
Firewall Router Testing
Server Security Testing

CYBER INTELLIGENCE
Honeypots
Threat Intelligence
Incident Response Forensics

COMPLIANCE SERVICES
PCI QSA
PCI Prep Workshop HIPAA
Sarbanes Oxley

APPLICATION SECURITY
Application Penetration testing
Code Review
PA-DSS Assessment
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Don’t let hackers ruin your business!

CALL

databerry
855.350.0707
www.databerry.com

300,000

Over 300,000 U.S. adults were
victims of identity fraud in 2015..3

Why should you use
Databerry for your
security analysis
solutions?

2 SECONDS
Identity fraud hits new victim every
two seconds.2

$276 MILLION
Amount of loss involving Internet Fraud
per the 2015 IC3 Internet Crime Report.1

GOOGLE BLACKLIST
If your site is deemed “suspicious”, Google will
“blacklist” it from their search engine causing
you to lose traffic, customers and sales.
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